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Abstract

"Students' Oral Responde to Written Composition"

%

Ibis repbrt describes 'a study of the oral and written language of

students participating in writing groups. Nine groups of from four to six

members participated in the study, two from the fifth, four froM the eighth
, P

add three from the selior high grades.

The data includes, 1) oral coumnts students made in Writing groui

meetings; 2) student Writing read at group meetings, and revisions of this

writing; A) an analysis of students/ comments; and 4) an analysis of the

V.effects of students' comments on the writing. Data on students' Comments

wascollected by tape recording from three to six meetings of each of the

geoups in the. study. These recordihgs were then transcribed and studied to_

determine a system for describing their language. Three languake categories

weredevelopsd, based on function: directing; informing, and eliciting.

All transcripts were then:analyzed to determine the incidence of each function

. for each meeting of the groups. Revisions of papers read and commented.on

in wriiizg groups were then analyzed for cLanges .made Subsequent to the

group meetings, and these thanes were related to the comMents.students had

made. '
\

It was discovered that studrnt responses deal with the meAning'a paper

is attempting to communicate. Response also operates as formative evaluation

for student writing by providingjmplied and explicit directions for relasions.
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INTRODUCTION AND RATIONALE

4

Introduction

The writing.workshop in which Student writers read their work aloud

,and receive comments by otheratudents,.has long been a-staple of college

classes in creative writing and has recently attracted' the attention of
,

!

teachers in the elementary and secapdary grades. Writing workshops have

traditionally included an entire clasisnd been directed by the instructor:

Many-teachers, however, have begun to iiperiment with small divisions Of

a class, groups of, usually, four to six studrts, Working independently,4

. of the tbacher to improve their writing: "Student' Oral Response.to

'4rittea Cbmposition" is a study of the use of these groups in the-fifth,
,m.

eighth and high school grades.

There,are many diffaient procedures for writing groups. The procedure

followed by groups in tali stUdy is based on the "teacherless writing grouil"

described by Peter Elbow (1973) and includes these:

1) The 'writer reads the sameselection twice, taking a short break
4

between the two readings. A

1

-2) The writeedoes not comment on or apolbgize for the selection read.:,

3) Listeners, who have, no copy of the manuscript, make notes between

9
readings and durinethe second reading butgnot during the first.

' 4) "After the first reading the listeners write a general impression

respOnse which summarizes the uaning of the reading for them. During the

second readingthe listehers.take detailed nOtes on the language of the
A

selection, noting what they especially like and dislike.

- .5) Each listener, following an order established either by the group

leader or by discussion, offers comments on the select4on read, and the

writer notes all comments for later re;prence.

ds



6) Tlie total tlme available to the writing group is diVided by the

,number of members so that each member has an opportunity to read and

'receive response. 4,

.
.

.1

: The purpose of til.s study was to collect the oral commenttkoeseyerali,c.
_ writing groups at different grade levels and study these in an attempt to

,

'answer several questions. First, are students actually able to talk about

riting? Doe's the language of writing groups actua1lr consi;t of coMments

about writing? Second, what kinds of comments to students make about each

2

other's writing? Third,- does the language4of writinggroups have any notable

effect On the composing procees? In particular, does it lead to chaines

an4 improvements in student writing? What the study produced is'a description

of the larguage of writing groups and a descriptioof the effect of that

language on student writing:

The.study began by tape-recording meetingdbof nine stUdent writing

grOims. ,These recordings, which consisted primarily'of students' oral

responses to each other's writing, were transcribed, and then analyzed in

two genera]. ways. First, students' comments were divided into small units

oediscourse, called "idea units" after Wallace Chafe's term for segments

of speech,that coincide with the.speaker focus of attentioW. These were

1(

,

,-identified in terms oetheir general function, d Pending upos:Whether ,they

served to inform, elicit information, or direct a process or procedure.

Second, transcripts were analyzed to determine whether students responses

provided direction, implied or specified, for improving the writing, and,

subsequent drafts of studenOpapers were studiedsto determineIdlether such

directions were followed.
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Background and Rationale
6

The Use of Atudent responsA groups has evolved in recent years from
0

the work of teachers such as Macrorie (19706,who-became duterested in_non-

.

Air

. traditional methods of teaching composition which stressed writing less as
ti

an academic exercise and more as an act of genuine communication-between '

a writer and a "real" audience. Small student groups became increasingly

a feature of public school classrooms with the growing interest in student-
.

centered education during the 960s and 1970s. Educators such as Moffett

(1968) and Elbow (1973) advocated the use of small groups to teal" writing,

and a great deal has been written about writing group's. (Murray, 1968; Putz,

1970; Ripple, 1972; Macrorie, 1972; Bruffee, 1973;, Bouton,'1975;'Ellman,

1975; Hawkins, 1976; Megnzi', 1976; Beaven, 11-711-Febhardt, 19130),( A 'number

of these articles claimed that peer groups can have a positive influence

on itproving student,writing. Interest in peer response groups has begun

to Spread from the researcher and avant garde teachers to the educational

mainstream. Severallmembers of the Egglish faculty at the University of

1

Washington use some form of autonomous groups to teach Composition. Demon-

strations of the technique in teaChing methods classes invariably Stimulate

considerable interest. Teachers in the Puget Sound Writing Program (directed

by the present.investigator) themselves participate in small response groups

as part of a yearly training institute. Many of these teachers adopt the
%

method of their own classes. And inservice courses for loCal teachers,
4

conducted by the Puget Sound Writing Program include demonstrations of

response groups, evoking considerable interest and encouraging many teachers

to experiment with s ok me form of peer response.

N)
. The theoretical rai t onale for writing response groups derives frOm

research into the writing process and the development of writing ability.
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.

Such iesearch,4as indicated, one, a need for moie classroom tntervention- 0

in,the act of wrifing and, two, a redefinition of student writing to include.t a

its audience and function (Emig, 1971; Britton, et al., 1975; Martin, et al:,

1976). Response groups answer the dictates of this research by providing

help with work in progress (students comment on early drafts) andaq

extending the addience for student writing writing beyond the teacher,

thereby establishing a'context for.it that recognizes its rhetorital, as

opposed to academic, function.

In response groups then, student writing is redefined in terms of

audience,and function; "Developing a sense of audience" and the "motivation

provided by peer feedback" are often cited as among the chief advantages

of yroup work. tie basis for these'advant4es can be found'in the communication

intention theory of language which claims that the meaning of a piece Of

writing is deterined not by the text alone, but by the way a text is used.
.

.

If, as in traditional classroom practice, the text (student paper) is

corrected and graded, it is usea as an academic Itercise, and its meaning
J 41

consists, for,both student and teacher, of such things as writing ability,-

progress in school, parent appróval (if my paper on Julids Caesar gets an4
ILI! it becomes not an 44terpretation of a play by Shakespeare but "an

A paper").

In'tontrast with traditional classrodk use, response groups extend.the
".

use of a student'paper beyond the idademic to the comvnication function:

what does tge writer intend to communicate and what comaulnication does the'

audience receiire?. They provide an_audience capable of being communitated

with, thus providing as well that "sense of audience" and motivation-so

often-cited as advantages of the methodr While teachers may also be con-

cerned with communication function, they are likely to focus on.how a



'certain meauing or purpose is expressed or acohmplished,.and Ohs they are

concerned morejwith formal semantics than with commuuicetion intention.

The student:writer's peers are more likely-to respOnd to'"meaning" itself,'
,

and thus to treat writing as colmmunication.

,
In the largest.sense, then, this study isconcerned with the natUre of

meaning, with the distinction between "formal semaptics" and "communication

intention, as Strawson (1971) puts it- The formal semantics view, that

meaning resides in the text, has dominated'composition pedagogy. The tom-

mUnication intention view, that lie ning &pends upon functiOn and upon the

transaction berween reader/1nd tex& had recL"eived less attention from
.

composition teachers (Gere, 198). Writ
.

roups..provide a unique opportunity
.

. ------...

.,

.

,--for a communication -intention definition or meaning io entQF the composition.
. ,

,.
,

class because they link mearitng with funqpion'direttly'.

Response groups constitute a teaching practice based on currently

accepted approaches to composition-fnstructibn, and the research done £113.c3

far (cited above) shows a strong correspondeke between-the use of respOnae
_

4

groups and writing impro4ent. Even' so, little is knoiin about what actually,
,

happens tn group meetings, particularly what kinds of comments students

%Make and how these affett the writingprocess. .Important questions re

What do students say about each others' writing?. Do students<kepresent a

11 real" audience, one sensitive to,somibnication intention? Do student,

comments attually dtlassmates-techange and improVe their work? Do,-

they write with's greater senseof audience and purpose for respotseA *
a

The present study is an attemmto find adswer to such questions.

,
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METHODOLOGY: Data Collection and Analy;As

Data'Collection

A total of nine response groups, two from fifth grade,,Vour from eighth,

6

and three from senior high school, are the subjects of the'study. These

are small,groups of from four to six students, which met as a regular part

of instruction in composition. EaCh group followed a procedpre using

primarily oral response and.deriyed from the "teacherless writing group"

procedure'described by Elbow Z1973), which involves reading papers aloud
4

durl.ng meetings of the group, olth each membet of the group responding in. .

turn. Since students sOmetime made notes,While papers were being read,

thesetoo were collected. At least three meetings'of each group were

, recorded, and during the Meetine an observer was present to operate audio

'Nutt:cent and ake notes. Groups were observed at least once before

recording in order to geOacquainted with group members and become familiar
.

with recording cpnditions.

These three different grade levels were chosen because students in

4 these grades represent, according to Piaget (1971), three different levels

of ctognitive'development. This cross-sectional approach of looking at the .

' same activity at three different grade levels was intended to highlight

..the4.effects Of developmental differences on writing group behavior,.

Teachers Whckparticipated in the study had'all been trained in

writing group procedures through the Puget-Sound Writing Program (an
,.

Tafftliate,of'the National Writing ProjeCt) and had participated in writing
. )

groups themselves.- Teachers were selected for the tudy because they had

already used writing groups successfully with theii students and were

willing to have observers in their classes.\

10



The following data were 'collected: all oral proceed4.ngs of groups;

gfoup behavior as n ted by observer; students' written notes; copies of

drafts tead dt group me tings; and revisions of papers done subsequent to

group meetings. All tap dings were transcribed'by pro
to

lect Staff-
1

Study of Data si

7

Theoretical Model. The chief work bf the study was to analyze and summarize

4 group comments, to compare pr4iminary and revised drafts of work read at

grout meetings and to draw conclusions about the general characteristics

of studerit response at the three grade levels,.. The strongest rationale

for response 061ms-derives from a functional theory of language, and,

the mödel used for analysis is based on a communicalon intention model of
, r4

writing/responding., This model represents discourse as being composed of "

segments called idea units, and describes t,,é units in terms of three

funcelons:iinform, elicit, and dirpct. Wallace Chafe defines idea units

or focuses of consciousness as segments of discourse that coincidewith a
L-

person's focus of attention. Chafe !claims that spontaneous sgeech is not%

produced in a flowing stream but in a series of brief spurts. These spurts

are the idea units, and dividing Iranscripts into such units provides me'

a way to examine the interaction of meaning and function since idea units

-

are unit,s of meaning for the speaker. Apcording to Chafe, the boundaries

of idea units are marked by intontion,(pitch either.rises or falls), by

pauses, and by syntax (anidea uni ually a single clause).

Transcribing writing roup proceedings in idea'units constitutes a

good quantitative measure (of which aspects of writing receive how much

attention, and shows whe er those aspects of writingcwhich receive most

focus in'the group receive corresponding amounts of attention from the

writer during subsequent revisions. More important, because the idea unit

011.
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is a unit of meaning for the speakes% Pt establishes a basis for lookimg

at' the interaction and meaning and function in Writing group language.

Transcriptions of writing greaulo meetings WerefirStAivided into

Aa units. Each un# was then labeled, or coded, with one of the three

basic functions noCed above: inform, elicit and rect. This coded system
)

provides a great deal of information about th language Of writing groups

8ecause it gives attention to both function and meaning. Each of the.

three language.functions identified in this system provides a rich source_

of information on what students say about one another's writing. Perhaps,

the most unusual features are revealed by the Directing.function." A

rificant number,pf researchers (Bellack, 1966; azden, 1172; Barnes,

1969; Flanders, 1970; and Sinclair, i975) have examined the language of

classrooms and hAe come to the conclusion that students have access to a.

liMited number'of language functions. It is very unusual for stud nts to
0

engage in directive functions such as-opening conversation, seeking clari-

(
.

di
v.

ication, requesting, and closing conver§ation. These functions are reserved

almost exclusively for teachers, who say things like "Let!s discuss the,

,
. .

questions on page 22" or "Would you please glose the door?" Writing group

transcripts reveal a high percentage of directive functiom in the language of

students. Examples of directing language would belstarements that 'control

the group, such as "Okay, let's 6t started," "Go ahead Linda" and "Don't

worry about the cube now"; and statements that direct.the. writing such as

"You could swi ch it arOund and say the bodies lay," or "How about saying

' something like, these boys put on their badges of courage:"

The i forming function ts the mast common in writing groups and like.-

the directing function, it,includes both writing and the grolip among.its P

topics. Students inform one another about group procedures "Patty read

a

12
(7

s,



first last time," and about their writing "At the end it was funny," and

"The way you use that word blood makes me cringe." Students use the

eliciting functlon to ask questions about procedures "Whose turri is it

now?" and to solicit advice from the group "I don't know what to do with

that. What do you think?"

By analyzing the language of writing groups in terms of function, this

study was able to consider what the language DOES, and this emphasis on

function was important to a consideration of the effects of oral language

on.subsequent writing. The relationship between speaking and writing is

a complex one (see Kroll and Veann, 1982) for a more complete discussion),

and this study provides yet another perspective.

The three functions ultimately derived were reached by an iterative

process of examinidg transcripts, considering coding systems, and examining

more transcripts. In accordance with Mehan's (1979) suggestion, the process

of coding language functions became a heuristic device which facilitated

further discovery about the nature of oral response in writing groups.

In addition to this analysis of language function in the tran'scripts,

I
the study includes analysis of revisions of pape s read and responded to

in writing groups. Drafts of papers read at grou meetings were compared

with subsequent revisions and changes noted. These chanAes were then

compared with the comments students had made on the earlier draft. Where

a comment clearly referred to a place in the draft which had been changed,

the change was attributed to the influence of the comment.

The purpose of this analysis was to determine_whether writing group

response has any noiable effect on the revising process. The investigation

of the relation.between revisions and group response was guided by two

hypotheses. The first is that Students' oral response to composition
0

13
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constitutes formative evaluation, that is, that it consists of comments

that evaluate writing in terms of how it can be changed and improved.

The second hypothesis proceeds from the first: a written composition

that is subjected to formative evaluation in the writing group setting

will in subsequent revisions evidence change and improvement.
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Results of this study fall into two categories: a description of the

language of writing groups,0 terms of its functions; and a description

of the effect of this language on the revising process. Both descriptions

are the result of the analytical procedures described under the "Methodology"

section above.

Data

The project collected data on nine writing groups, two in fifth grade,

four in eighth grade, and three in grada's-ten through rwelve. Although the

original plan had been to collect data from six groups, two at each of

three grade levels, the dlfferences between groups, and the possibility

of learning more about how various groups function, enlarged the scope of

the 6tudy.

Fortarsix students and six teachers were included in the study. The

teachers', schOols and grades represented are these,
i th teachers' names

changed to preserve privacy:

Cutter Seattle School District Fifth Grade

Connally Edmonds School District Fifth Grade

Bowman Bainbridge School District Eighth Grade

Bergman Seattle School District Eighth Grade

Spenard Northshore School District Sleventh Grade

Baylor Tacoma School District I Twelfth Grade

Between January and June, 1982, recordings of the writing groups were

made. Between*hree and six meetings of each group were taped and tran-

scribed. The total number of transcripts is thirty-nine.

a

r-
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The Lahguilge of Writin/ GrO02s

AnaLysis of transcripts shows that at group meetings students comments

are for the most part confined to two 'general topics: the writing ahd the

group itself, primarily -its procedures. What students say on these topics

can be described accOrding to the functions postulated byç the model, that

is, they inform each other about their writing and about.group procedures, a

:1

eficit information, and, make'comments that difect either the group, or

the writing process.

Language which directs, although not as common as that which informs,

is used routinely by stuOtnts41n4all the.groups studied, and its appearance

to(such a regular basis is noteworthy, especially since it is uncommon for

.students to use such language in classroom sieuations, which are usually

directed by teachers. With the directing function goes power, and when

students give.one another advice about writing they do so in the belief that

az.
what they say can effect changes. In her examppn of the development of

language functions among school. children, A. W. Markova (1979) notes that the

linguistic and psychological development of students should include the

directing or regulative function, and, according to Markova, when students

do not have adequate opportunites to develop the regulative or directing

function, they become socially immature, unable to regulate their own

behavior or effectively influence that of others. It might be argued that

the lack of motiyation toward writing which teachers see as procrastination,

underdeveloped ideas and.careless proofreading has its roots in the social

immaturity fostered in many. classrooms. Regardless 54 what power is

ascribed to the directive function, it occurs in writing groups and in

relatimity few other conversations in classrooms.

16
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The most frequent use of language in writing groups is to inform, and

this study confirms what other advocates of writing groups have claimed,

7that peer response groups give students a tremendous amount of information

*about their writing, much more than they usuall* receive in teacher's

marginalia or even in a conference because what they receiVe is information

about their writing from four orjive othero people. While some comments

or teachers' qualitative remarks such as ythat wasigood" or "that doesn't.
0

ke sense" and attention to form such as "The last part needs an ending"

1 3

or "You wrote it the other way around" the majority of commenta inform the

writer about the content of/he Writing. Fifth graders tell one another

"You didn't put in rumors Oranything." and "That part doesn'kfit in

because there's nothing about it earlier in the story." Eigitth graders

tell one another "In the beninning you had what they actually said, and you

had a lot of discuasion between it and we sort of lost interest in the one,

two, three, four. Then you went on and said why. It seemed like too much

of a stretch." and "I thought that the point was ihat he didn't kill that
4

animal." and high school juniors Spy "They'could just be scattered bodies".

and'theyAparticipate in overlapping.conversations to develop the meaging

of a paper on war:

P: But war is caused by a clash'between people, between groups of people

M: Right, it's not . .

P: I mean it didn't start by, you Itne,..f.;a few men getting together . .

4: Oh yeah

P: And getting,. entry at each other

M: That's what she's saying

P: It's cause&because one, you know . .

lyYeah, I know what you mean
. .

..17
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P: Section of people disagreed with
. .

* "lbD

M: with another section, well that is what the civil war was . .

P: with their traits or whatever

M: Yeah

P: How they like their life. I want to know what else you could . .

M: Okay, since it's the civil war . .

P: a war caused fq .

M: well, we'd be biased

P: That's just hard cause no one really know wilat . . .

63 At this point the writer interrupts to say "The thing is, I wasn't

'trying to say whose iide because there were people from both sides. The
v

conversation contirries for several more, minutes and at the end the writer

has a much clearer idea of what she intends to say and how what she has

already written is perceived\by her audience. Perhaps most important IS
,

that the conversation is implicitly concerned with the communication

intention of a written text. For these students,.the focus of meaning

is to be found at the intersection of wha i "says" about war and their

oT...m, ideas on the subject.

Not only do writers receive considerable information from others, but

the writing group provides a forum for self-discovery among writers. The

prodess of reading aloud often makes writers more aware of their own

language, and observers' notes in my study include frequent reference to

students revising .their writing as they read it to the group. In addition,

writers inake comments about their own writing. Odcasionally these become

defensive "I did too" or "I told the reasons for and'the reaso4against"

but more often writers explain their intentions to themselves as did the

eleventh grader who said "I wasn't trying to say whose side because there

were.people from both sides" or t4 he eighth grader who says "a lazer gun is

1 8

14
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/supposed to mean he's in the 21st century so he's ahead of his time" or the

fifth grader who.says we re supposed to ieason why he wants to refit it

t6 the vampire and why he, doesn't and Ididn't put that." Students who make

comments like thOd'about their own writing are on their way toward under-%

standing that meaning is related ti fufiction and are more able to fulfill

their responsibilities'as, writers.:

The final function, eliciting, occurs less frequently than either

Directing, or Informing, but its presence is significant in student comments,

especially when infolition is being elicited about the wri9Gg. Unlike

teachers'.elicitations, such as "What does this line mean?" where students

rightly assume that,the questioner already knows the answer, questions in

writing groups come from a pnuine desire to know. When, for example, a
-;*

*
.

.listener/resppider asks for clari ation of a piece-of writing, the message

to the writer is that the audience intereseed in what S7he has to say.

Elicitations P.ertaining to writing alsoofocus the writer's attention on
*

the' meaniqW4114 written language in terms of its communicdtion intention.

And writer's fho elicit information and suggestions about how their language
l'
is "getting across".to others, orbout how they might change their language,

.
.are not only acknowledging meaning as deriving from function, but are

.

t
demonstrating respopsiblity to the composing and communicating processes.-v 1,

Analysis cifeimiting group language also included a numerical tabulation,

of the incidence of idea Wilts in each functional category. The tables

thus provided allow a rough comparison'of writing,groughs in terms of the

kind of language they-use.



Tabulation of,Number of Idga Units in each of Four Function Categories

(.Numbers below represent to;ols for"a11 teetings of the group directed by

that teather. In the case of teachers with two groups, totals oi the
4

groups have been combined.)

Teacher: Cutter Number

IW (language which informs re Writing) 473

DW (language which directs re wr,iting) 3

EW (language which elicits re writing) ' 36

va,

G (language concerning group--all 439

4 functions)

Total 951

Teacher:,..)Connally Number

IW (languagewhich informs re.writing) 3174

DW (language which directs re writing) r42

EW (language which el/cits re writing) 41 '

(language concerning group--all 259
functions)

Total 659

Teacher: Howman

rw

DW

EW

Total k

Number

671

78

69

409

4

1227

a
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Teacher: Bergman

IW

DW

EW

a

Number

720

223'

73

G 188

Total y 1204

*
a

Teacher: Baylor

IW

D15,

EW

Total

Number

820 /

184

94'

1171.

Teacher: Spenard

*

IW (language which informs re writing)

DW (language which directs re writ ing )

EW (language which-elicits re writing)

G (language re greup--all functions)

Total

Number

507

250

122

480

1359

Comparison of Wtiting Groups According to Language Function. Figures
represent perient of total number of idea units.

Teacher IW DO EW G

Cutter 49.7 .3 3.8 46.2

Connally 48.1 6.3 6.2 39.4

Hownan 54.6 6.3 - 5.6 33.5

Bergman 59.8 18.5 6.1 15.6

Baylor 70.0 6.2 15.7 a 8.1

Spenard 37.3 18.4 9.0 35.3

21*

z15

17
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The comparison table indicates, first of all, that all writing groups

devote most of their attention to the writing rather than to issues per-'

taining to the grodio, and that most of the comments students make infotm

the writer about some aspect of her/his pap r, rather than explicitly

directing the
i
writing,- as in making satiestions for improvement. The

table also indicates some striking differegges between the groups, with

each group showing at least one unique characteristic. Cutter's group,

for instance, is unique in providing virtually ,no explicit direction for

kr writer (though, it -should be noted, comments in the IW Category may include

implicit direction for improvement). Bergman's and Spenard's groupl'are

unusual in the amount of directing they provide, but different from each

other in the informing category. Thus Bprgman'S-group is unique in pro-.4

viding a relatively large amount of\directing with comparatively little

.attention speni groug matters; and Spenard's provides considerable

directing and spends A great deal of time on group procedures as well.

tus

,Connally's andHOMman's groups are most similar, but the former pays more

attention to the group than the latter. Baylor's group is unique in its

concern with elioiting informatibn about the writing.

Effects of Oral Response on the Revisiig Process

Analysis of comments which students make in response to each other's

papers confirms the hypothesis that the comments on mriting.constitute

formative evaluation. Oral comMents made immediately or soon after a

text is presented give the writer direction for rewriting. These.directions

may be explicit ("You should put what you did before") implicit ("Why

didn't you put in 'because of the fog'?"). It isso important tb note

that a co ent'thai implies,an assessment of the quality of the writing

may be take as an implied direction for the writing process. The remark

22
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"L l*ke that part where you said that you remembered it so well" contains

the latent direction "Keep your opening sent ce as it ls." A negative

response can work in the same way: "I didn't e that,part where..
. ."

can be taken as A direction to do something about the offending sentence.

The listener who makes such comlen,ts may, of .ourb-e, not mean to make a

suigestion ai all, but the writer may easily act ap if it'had been maae,

.t ereby turning comments of the "I liked/I didn't like" vuiety into de

facto formative eva uation.

Ichis study thus concludes that students' oral response does prov1de

formative evaluation: directions to the Writer about how a composition

can be changed and improved. This conclusion is anticipated by the

initial study, described above, of the functional cate pries of writing4-

group language, since comments that inform the writer a out some aspect

of the writing, or direct the writing process by making suggestions may

104
be expected to take the form of evaluation.

01 That writing group response operates as formative evaluation is

further confirmed through-the confirmation of the second hypothesis which

diiected this part of the study,, that a composition subjected to formative

evaluation will in subsequent revisions evidence change and improvement.

There was evidence from writing grodin at all three grade levels that such

revisions do occur. Here, from a fifth grade group, is a characteristic

set of response to a student's paper, with a description of the changes

the writer made subsequently.

The students in this group read descriptive essays comparing the

appearances of two pictures in a series called "The Changinepuntryside."

These pjttures depict the same scene at different periods of time, and the
4

a ment was to' compare how the scene had changed. The second student

19
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to read - call her Ellen - presented the following tdxt:

It seemed just like yesterday I remember it so well. The road
was dirt, new it is cement. Now trains come by more than they'
used to. ;They tore down the old dock "and put in pipes for the
Stream to run through. It looks like a whole new city. The .

/ town seems smaller and there is a railroad station. The bridge
on the old road is gone. I wish it was like before.

After Ellen had read, comments began almost immediately. Lynn was-

die first to speak, saying, "I like'that part where you said that you

remembered it so well." Then Ellen and Kurt had the following exchange:

Kurt: Oil, when you said the toWn seemed smaller? They're, um,
they're adding on and stuff4so it would be bigger if there's a
train station there now.

Ellen: What I meant was; was with the fog it seems smaller%

Kurt: Ok, um, you should. of - of - if you said, if you meant
that, why didn't you put in because of the fog?

Ellen: Maybe I should Wange it.

Mick also had a suggestion for revision:
4r

Mick: Ok, um - why do you wish it was like it was before: You
should put like, you know, what you did um, before to make it
real fun and stuff. It was good.

Ellen: Oki

This was all the group had to say about the writing, less than three

minutes worth. , It is highly focused on parts of the text rather than on

the essay as a whole. Except for the ve general "It was good," listeners
1/49

14
'are pointing to clearly defined segmentslt of the paper that they find note-

worthy: the opening sentence, aoseeming contradiction in one statement, a

lack of explanation in the concluding sentiment. These students are not

proceeding, as most teachers do, from a set of well-articulated, abstract

criteria, yet their response providesNclear% easily-followed directions

for what to do with this specific piece of writing: That the directions

were easy to fellow can be seek from Ellen's draft, the one she read to

24



the group. In response to Mick's comment, she has written into the margin:

"Why," and added the sentende "It was more peaceful." In response to Kurt,-
"

she has added the words "with the fog." The final draft,.which she subthitte4

to the/Lacher to be'graded, reads:

It seemed just like yesterdajr I remember it so well. The road
was dirt, now it is'qement. Now trains come by more than they
use to. They tore doWnAhe dock and put pipes for the stream
to run through. It looks-like a-whole new city. The town
seems smaller with the fog so lqw. There is a railroad station.
T4e bridge on the old road is gone. I wish it was like before.
It was more peaceful.

It is interesting to compare the teacher's response with that of the

group. He marked the palter "A-" and oer the sentence "I wish it was like

21

before" wrote "So do I.'" After "It waS peaceful" he added "Wasn't.it,".

and his summary comment reads:
4

Your paper really appeols to me. I like Ipur topic sentence
and the variety in the sentences.. Good.

The obvious difference between this and the groups response is an
4022

' apparent difference in function. Where the group's response had the

effect of directing Ellen to make changessin her paper, the teachers
10

response seems meant4to convey a sense of personal affirmation. He wane

Ellen to know what he thinks about what she has said, and to point out and

affirja what he considers good, not in terms of what she says so much ,as in

termdof wha
'

teachers think of as aspects of good writing: topic sentences

and sentence v riety. is applying the conscious, abstract criteria we

mentioned above: good writing has strong topic sentences and variety IA,
.41

sentence structure. Evaluation for him works down from an abstract model

of good writing to the concrete instance of_ithe written text. The group

works in response to the text alone, employing not a pre-existing set of

criteria so much as their own hearing of the text, what happened in their

25
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own Minas at the,moment of decoding Ellen's language: the

a contradiction, ths senSing of a need for exPlanation.

perception of

0'.

4 The conclusion drawn from this and simiiar-eXamples is ttat group

response constitutes a formative Influence on the composing process: tut

it should be pointed,out in'closing that the exereise of this influence

depends dpon /actors that are.often beyorid the group's contiol and in the

hands of the tgacher, such.as determining when during tbe writing proceis

groups are to.meet, and what kind_of instructiOgs and procedures they are

given. But the formativevfünc tion is inherent in the group comments we

studied and, given'the oppettunity and encouragement to do so student

,writers wil ond to'this formative influenceT

26
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IMPLICATIONS

That peer response influences student writing is clear from the

preceeding parts of this report. It should also be clear that'much more

remains to be said about that Influence, and not just about the influence

of oral response itself, but of all aspects of response groups: their

procedures, their development, their relation to the class as a whole,

their place in the composing process. The data gathered so far has by

no means been exhausted; there.is still much to be learned from It. . And
0: I ,...vtthe existing data also implies qdestions fOr further research, questions

that depend upon additional information. This section outlines possible

directions for additional investigation of peer response groups and explores

the pedagogical implications of this study.

Research Using Existing Data.

1. Rhetorical Function of Stude t Writing. Examination of existing data

suggests that students in writing grodps constitute a potential audience

for each other's writing,as opposed to a panel of evaluators. Their

relation to the writing may thus be quite different from the teacher's,

which is pedagogical rather than rhetorical, the teacher serving primarily

as evaluator. Additional research would examine transcriptions of writing

group discussions to determine the extent to which'student(iesponse)operates

rhetorically, serving to inform, persuade or entertain,an audience.

2. Relation between Peer Response and Revising. Although the current

research shows that writing groups do influence revision by suggesting

changes in subsequent drafbs, there is still much to be learned about the

extent of these revisions and the degree of improvement made in student

writing in response to suggestions. Further research could use existing

evaluation criteria such as the Diederich analytic scale or 'the NAEP

27
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revision model, to analyze existing data for the extent of improvement in

student papers subsequent to meetings of writing groups. It is also

possible to analyze existing data to determine the kinds of revisions

suggested by peer response, and the kinds of revisions students actually

make.

3. Writing Group Talk and the Development of Meaning. Examination of

transcripts of writing group discussions shows that students often use

talk to explore and enlarge their understanding of both the content of

their writing and of group and writing processes. In Overlapping and/or

collaborative conversations, students develop meaning as they talk. Further

investigation of these transcripts would analyze student language for this

development.

4. Group Typology. One obvious use of the existing data is the comparison

of student writing groups to identify certain group types. Preliminary

examination of transcripts of group meetings show interesting difference

among groups in terms of efficiency, implied or eximessed group function,

amount and tyge of discourse, group procedures, and so on. Further

examination would attempt to identify and describe group types aS well as

consider cross age differences.

5. The Writer's Relation to Writing and the/Writing Process. Existing

data contains a significant amount of reference by writers to their own

writing and writing processes. This "reflexive" commentary show writers

being concerned with Such things ks problems they had producing a draft,

subjects they write about, audience response to their writing, and Subsequent

drafts of papers. Further research would attempt to describe ways in which

writers.relate to their work, and could describe differences between writers.

both within individual groups, and between groups and grade levels.

28
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6. Group Preparation and Development. Preliminary investigation of existing

data suggestsTat procedures used to train students for group work vary

among teachers, and that this variance may account for variations in group

effectiveness, and role in the writing process. By comparing differences in

procedures with differences among groups, it may be possible both,to identify

certain types of group training and describe the effect of each type on the

function and performance of the group. Such a comparison could be done in

conjunction with the investigation of group typology suggested in (4) above,

an understanding of how grouis are prepared helping to inform a description

of group types. Group6 also show varying degrees of change in proceduve

and function over time, and this group development could also be extrapolated

from existing data.

....Research Requiring Additional Data.

1. Classroom Context for Writing Groups. The environment of th4 classroom,

including social atmosphere, teacher-student relations; the management of

groups by the teacher; the relation of group meetings to writing assignments

as a whole; procedures for handling student discipline and managing student

work in general; teacher expectations for student learning and behavior:

these all, according to the implications of the current research, influence

the development, function, group type and overall effectiveness of writing

groups. To understand the influence of classroom context on writing groupsNN

additional data is needed. Further research would carry the investigation

of writing groups back to the classroom, in descriptive studies of individual

classes and groups, in order to describe various contexts and their influence.

2. Writing Groups and the Definition of Writing Ability. Traditionally,

writing ability has been defined in terms of the quality and characteristics

of written products. One implication of research on writing groups is that

29
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broader definitions are at least imOlied, and'sometimes expressed, in

classrooms which use peer response. Writing groups, for instance, involve

the writer in such skills as the ability to "read" an audience, the ability

to act upon audience response, the ability to determine value in writing

and to articulate-this. Further research might include interviews with

teachers and students, as well as investUations of group procedures, to

determine the skills involved in group work and how these relate to writing.

3. Evaluation of Writing Groups. Current data suggests the possibility of

establishing criteria by which to evaluate writing groups for efficiency

and overall effectiveness. Further nksearch would study additional groups

to determine factors which affeci group performance and would result in

descriptors for effective groups, as well as criteria by which groups could

be evaluated.

4. Writing Groups and Memory Training. One currently neglected aspect of

composition instruction is traifiing in memory, originally an integral part

of the rhetoric curriculum. Activities, such as note takiig and quot g

from texts, which students perform in writing group meetings, seem to

exercise memory in beneficial ways. -Additional research would attempt to

it, determine the effect of group procedures on memory, beginning by investigating

the extent to which memory functions during group meetings, and proceeding

ultimately to investigate the effect of that function on the writing process.

5. Evaluation of Writing Groups. Although the present research has touched

upon the relation between peer response and evaluation of writing, much

remains to 6e determined about this, particularly about criteria, both

implied and expressed, that are in effect during group meetings. How do

students determine value in each other's writing, and how does this compare

pith criteria used by teachers. Perhaps even more important is the effect
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on, student's writing of their having internalized criteria of value. Qo

students, by responding to each other's writing, acquire a strong sense

of "good" writing, hnd how 'does this affect their performance as writers?

6. Effect of Writing Groups on Quality of Student Writing. For teachers,

one of the major questions about Writing groups is whether they actually

lead to improvement in student writing. Additional research would colOare

classes using Oriting grOups with those that do not. Through a pre- and

post-test examination of student writing in these classes, it would be

possible to determine the effect of peer response on the quality of student

writing.

27

7. The Classroom Use of Writing Groups. One of he most important implications

of this study.is clear: writing groups Can be a valuable instructional tool,

helping student writers sustain the writing prncess, helping'the velop

an understanding of written language and how it affects a reader, and helping

teacheks control and manage both the process of writing and the writen

product in the classroom. It is also clear thaf little is khown about how

to Prepare teachers to use writing groups, and about how teachers can, in

turn, prepare students to participate in groups. ,Ais one of the teachers

in the study said of the impulse olf students to ask their groups to help

them write their papers, "I just don't know what to 'do on this part. And

I need somebody to help me." It is a succindt and eloquent statement of

the problem all teachers face: they want the help because they know the

potential value of writing groups; they need it because they still don't

know enough about how to tap that potentialA Further research is necessary
- ---1

to determine how best to use writing groups in the public classroom.

lt In conclusion, it is possible to describe the present researdh as a
-)\

pilot study which suggests that student writing groups are indee0 an important
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instructional phenomenon, and which has implications for additional research

to determine more abbut the value of writing groups, and about how they work.

Ultimately such research would have considerable benefit to,the educational

community .b1 riTating in information on how teachers can train students to

work in groups,.and how to use groups to the greatest possible effect. In
0

addition to its practical instructional iralue, such research could very well

broaden our understanding of student language, both written and oral, iti

acquisition, function and developme nd could enlarge our knowledge of

the composing process by providing much needed information on the relation

ween writer, subject and audience, as well as on the nature of classroot

revi 'on. That such researih is both feasible and desireable is one of the

stro gest implications of the present research.
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APPENDIX A

Summary of Coding System Used to Analyze Transcripts of Students' Oral Response

Transcripts wtre analyzed according to a proCedure similar to the

constitutive ethnography proposed by Mehan (1979) in which.all data is

included in the analysis, rather than representative samples, and is analyzed

in order to develop a prototype model for describing the data as a whole.

This is then applied to the entire data, moditications being made as

necessary.

Atccordingly, sample transcripts from all th4ree grade levels were

analy ed at the outset, in order to determine salient features of student

langge. These were readily described in terms of language function, the

most appropriate descriptor since tIle purpose of the research was to determine
61.

the role of student response in the,4writing process. All language functions

were reducible to three getéral categories: Inform, Elicit and Direct. The

preliminary data was then atralyzed for language content and it' was determined

that nearly all language of writing groups focused on either the writing ,

(labelled W) or the group-(labelled G). A thitd, subcategory, wat establiahed

to identify language which deals with the context for either w or G, and this

labelled X. Additions and modifications to these were made asanalysis

proceeded.

Overall, the'function categories and general content ("topic" ) categories

were effective descriptors for the language of all writing groups. Features

unique to certain groups could be described using various combinations of

these descriptors, adaing specific "contentfcategory," descriptors. These,

and the entire coding system, are outlined in the attached table and

sample coded transcript.
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Sampl Coded Tranlicript

--
uci I'll go.

11

ECP P: Arp you going to rend your whole thing or re you going to read
your dialoguv, or . . .

(IWF) R: Well, the thing is, the way that ties in because

(l*F) the beginning leads up-to the dialogue and then there's a conclusion.

(IWF) So it's real long.

rwr P: That's okay.

EWF K: Do you have a title?

(IWC) R: pu, it'N Just "Civil War Correspondence."

1CP P: 1 don'tvshink anybody has it.
/-

ICH 4: Okay. (Reads his writing aloud twice)

1Un M: That's good.

IWO2 P: It's long, but good.

EWC Now, did you say yo took sowe portions out of%the book?

EWC2 Some phrases and stuff?

(IWC) R: Some phrases--the beginn itg part--

(IWC) where the man with the sho ull of blood, one marching..

(IWC) . I could'probably leave that out but it's kind of a . . .

TWO P: No. it's good.

IWH I'm lust wondering

4
(IWH) R: Yeah, okay. d

IWO P: Your dialogue I really liked.

It Just sonnds authentic--really
authentic.

(IWO R: Okay, um .

rerP: One last thing, the pool of blotwi kind of iust doesn't make It:
INC N: Maybe say how these young msn would soon lie broken on the fieldor something

.

(ICU) R: itt's see . .

IWC M: . . a blood covered fild.



Investigating Language Ftinction in

Students' Oral Response to Written Composition

9
. Coding System

NCTE November 1982.
Anne Ruggles Gere
Department of Znglish GN-30
qniversity of Washington
Seattle, WA 98195

function categories topic categories content categories

D = direct

E = elicit

I = inform

W =.writing

G = group

\

P 4.'procedure: group operations or processes
in writing

f = form: arrangement and conventions of
writing

C = content: information concerning writing
or group

X = context:_ people, situations, and infor-
mation outside group and writing,
also reference to reading
"procedure

= phatic: placeholder or emotional contact"
with no content

= 4valuative statements/statments
imply judgement, opinion, e.g.
"sad story"

R = response: soliciting information from group

2 = elaboraiion: -idea unit which adds detail .

to content of previous onei-
or which is itself an
elaborated statement

( ) = reflexive: group member comments on
own work
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STUDENTS'-ORAL RESPONSE TO WRITTEN COMPOSITION,
TRANSCRIPT OF PEER RESPONSE GROUP MEETING

4110
Teacper:

#.
Connally

Group NUmber: I

Recording'SessiOn Number: 1

Date of Recording: January 19, 1982

a

Writing,Assignment: Changing Scene %

Group Members Present (cdc initials): M, K, E, L

11/Observer's Notes:

eodo,/

Re- ce4id .z ,

--'

Assignment: Changing Scene: Students compare two pictures in a series, TheChanging Countrygide, which show the same scene separated by a_period of several.year6. They wrote papers describing how the scene hhd changed., how it wasdifferent in the second.picture.

,
/:-,)(A)

tuj x; I
t.T(AJN,Q; .4

C

-10-1.0 );L:: 3/5
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16 M: Ok.

'1/1 - p. 1

-T-Act--

alo K: You go M

M.Text: There are many differences between the two pictures. For perhaps, the old dirt
5 `1,

road is now pavement and the stumps are now trees. Were is grass whfatla the
iardens were and the house is painted red and there's a fence around the
backyard. There once was a dock on the pond, now there isn't. Those are the
differences between the two pictures.

4---Jus1 a second.

(silence)

Ok.

(second reading)

f

haie

tovp

IJc

E: Ok, I like the beginning andlpm,

I like when you started it with for perhaps and um,

well, I think that like um on'the part where you said once in the
beginning or something like that/you should um, change it around
because iticuz it's kinciof in the-) middle of the Story.

It doesn't sound-that good.

656Vfk M: What do you mean once in the beginning.

114, L: I like the end of the story when you -

64,J (break in tape - resymes in middle of K's comments)

!kit K: And also I think the story was good

(pause) but when you said "there once was a dock on the pond,"

C-
"There once was a doek on the pond," What's wrong with that?14C-

"There once was a dock on the pond,"/nothing's wrong with that.

(silence, whispers, stippressed giggles)

E Text: It seemed just like yesterday, I remember it so well. The 'road was dirt -

K: Wait, I haven't said everything yet,

E: Well,

K: When you said the grass where the garden was, where's the garden?

You have to tell where the garden was,

like you could say in the garden in the bakc of the house.

Otherwise I thought it wasvgood.

41
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4.

6#9t4P)

D6r

M: Ok, I'll change it.

(short pause)

Ok, now it's your turn.

1 1 - p. 2

E text: It seemed just like yesterday I remember it so well. The road was dirt, now
it's cement. Now trainscome by.more than they used to. They tore down the
old dock and put in pipes for the stream to' come through: It looks like a
whole new city. The-town seems smaller ahd there is a railroad station.
The bridge on the old road is gdne. I wish if was like before.

04/0 IL: Go.

(Second reading)

iwt L: I like that part where you said that you remembered it so well.

K: Um, when you said the town seemed smaller?

They're, they're, they're, um/they"re ddding on and stuff so it
would be bigger if there'd a train station there now.

E: What I meant was, was with the fog it seems smaller%

K: Ok, um, you should of -

Oh.

If you said, if you meant that, why didn't yOU put in because of the
fog?

E: ? Change it.

M: Ok, um

Mrhy do you wAh it was like it was before?

You should put like, you know, what you did um, before to make
it real fun arid stuff.

It was good.

E: Ok.

\

L text: Three years agoi4here was a house that Changed by the colors. It was pink
but now it has turned red: And there was a dock by the pond but later the

i'.
dock wasn't `there. The old dirt road mas not there either because it got
cemented. All the trees have changed by the colots of their leaves.

(Second reading, the second time through she changed quite a few words and phrases
--Pthey tuimed it into.a cement road" instead of "it got cemented.")

CV/P K: Well, where you saig."the roads were cemented," you should say
"the roads werWlmvrd" instead of "cementea". cuz '!cemented'

) sounds -whewk-
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W
I kV

K: And you said there once was a house that was pink and now it's
red

You just said there once was a house,f it could be in never-never
land, I don't know I

So you can't tell where the house was.

: 0 , I like, I like the way you wrote it as you were, um, you were
sing it, you know,

everybody is an audience here

and um, it didn't sound right when you said u
cemented.

(pause)

That's it

(Whispering to E): Go.

the roads were )'

E: Ok, um, I think you that, um, when you ended it was just, it just
stopped

It didn't seem like it ended it just stopped.

K: Yeah.

E: You need to make an ending that sounds right

and um, also, I didn't think that the part about the cement sounded
right either.

Cuz when like Erica said, when the end, at the end you said the trees
were different colors and, ?

Ok, and um,

I thought I

I WC' thought it was a good story though.

\ &JP K.: You need to, you need to describe more.

ELQ Ralph: Are you finished?

KIP/Ed44 I M: Yup. Can we listen to it?

43
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STUDENTS' ORAL ESPONSE TO WRITTEN COMPOSITION,
TRANSCRIPT OF P ER RESPONSE GROUP MEETING

Teacher: Howman

Gr401, Number: 1

Recording Session Number: 1

Date of Recording: January 7, 1982

0

Writing Assignment: Editorials

Group Members Pregent (code initials): A, D, T, E

Observer's Notesi

--rarbc.1 .2.J287t

They follow standard-Elbow procedure: read twice, listeners take notes during
second reading. Comments are largely responses to words and phrases they liked.
Groui seems imperturbed by recording session.

LAJCQ:

auuc: 4./

(Iwo:
.)JC :

Un"

56 BEST EK,;, mAILOU



D: It was on Saturday, September 1, 1923, the place was Tokyo Bay in Japan. It wasjust be
tre noon that rocks shifted along a fall in the bay. Earthquake Bay iswhere s oting through .the earth's crust passed within second. Directly in their

path lay the capital of Japna, Tokyo, and Japan's biggest port, Yokahama. In Japan
the earth often trembles. But this was different. A church first began to sway
back and forth then toppled to the ground. Yokahama was shaken to pieces. Where
fire had broken out smoke rose. Even in tokyo they thought that it was just
another small earthquake. But soon they changed theirminds, for now buildings were
being shaken violently and tiles were falling oof the roofs. Then the shaking
became that of a boat on a rough sea. The roaring went on for a few minutes and
then the earthquake stopped. By then fire had brokenout. Around 30 minutes later
firest were all overaokyo. They spread when the wind whipped at the flames.
There was no way to sib') the fires for the earthquake had broken the cities watermains. They had no way to fight the fire. Teh fire burned on for 2 1/2 days
and the flames sweeping through all the city's wooden buildings. Yokahama was
harder hit than Tokyo. Different parts of Yokahama were shaken to pieces. Fires
broke out everywhere. Finally, a 30' tidal wave crashed out of the bay on to the
city. Yokahama Bay lay in ruins once ehe ordeal was over. Big earthquakes are
uncommon in Japan but small ones are extremely common. Japan has several small
earthquakes every day. Almost every three years there is a earthquake in Japan
that is strong enought to damage,a building.

OCip

44.f k

AI, Okay. Read it again.

(mumbling)

D: Okay, I-- 6-r/

(Second reading)

T: I like the way you said the town was shaken to pieces,
Iwr-

and how you said, "Told all tlie damages of an earthquake,"

and the phrase "The earth trOmbles."
I v.rt.

and I liked how you said theiwind whipped.
'

D: Thank you.

t,164, E: Okay, I like how the fire all over, okay

44 4 and how the trembles went shooting through the ground

1w( and things were shaking violently
ivp

twtq and "shaken to pieces."

OtsF D: Can you repeat the last one?

A: Shaken to pieces.

D: Thank you.

A: I like the way that you said *that the buildings were shaken violently

)(wick that and how you stressed the fact that it Was burning for a few days.

)
.g2if t,

vi



iku.cck A: I like the cf4old tremble,

and toppled,

I tniC---

I wc-

and qway that you said that of the boat 114(

and the way you kind of pieced things togettier like spread/and then
you threw a few, threw a few words inian ut whipped /
and how the fire burned on/

114-1c. , teJc 1 1 14-

and broke out

and how the city lay in ruins

and how it survived the ordeal.

D: Thank you.

447.

.(V1) 94.4 4) j7d
T: Okay, the name of my editorial is concerts.10,,IFF)

I"ve talked to many newspapers and they've informed me that there are a lot of
people concerned about teenagers gding to rock concerts. Evidently the letters
that the 4,wspapers received said the public should pay more attention to what is
happening.h,jhe letters also said there is a lot of drUgs, violrce and non-cooper-
'ation. One letter a lady wrote said: I went to one of these rockfeRncerts and
I couldn't believe what happened. I've talked to some teenagers from the age 13
to 18 and asked them what they thought of concerts. Si:me said they are really
great. Others said I'm afraid I might get trampled, but otherwise they're fun.
I decided to go andobserve a rock concert and see what!my ((pinion is.

(Second reading)

E: Okay, I like how you were saying at the endryou were seeking your
opinoin

and then again where other people were--

had concern of rock concerts,

and how the controversy and the different parts during 14ie editorial.
114c

(N)
T: Okay.

A: I agree with Eric in almost on everything, LA,

and the couple words I liked were the non-cooperation,

I. ,cand how you stressed the word concern

and the word evident,

but one thing I couldn't quite understand was "at the end I decided to
t' go observe one" but then Ibt like you started your story more in midpeak
of it and then cut off'all of a su4den. /You left us kind of wanting
more, wanted to know what happened at this concert.

.1t4c,t,it

tir rt,gri
.0 0
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D: Okay, um, I agree with Andre*/ the last part he said about where you
left off and stuff it krR

and I like the use of your words like informed and observe.
,hAR-

(H)

That's all I got.

T: Okay.

,

E: Okay, my editprrials on the treasure hunt.

OW)
A lot of controversy hA4 risen throughopt Commodore Bainbridge Middle School in

,

was to fol ow the clues wherever they y lead, writing down as hey found6
response t

7
ur recent treasure hunt. A ording to the rules, the rsure seeker

them
them. The last clues stated the locat pn of the treasur and that it 9ould be
there on the following day. The next py however, the t easure could hot be found.
According to a reliable source, after s hool oh the day of the treasure hunt, some
studetns staying after school for one reason or another found the treasure in its
hiding place. The studetns fought over;the treasure so a teacher confiscated the
treasure andlealled off the treasure huht. This editor's opinion is that the
situation was handled incorrectly and should have been solved so that the others
were not involved could have a chance tp find the treasure. It seems unfair that
the majority be penalized for the actiohs of a few.

2,

T-elt

It, JC

INC

114

(Second readin4

A: Okay, I like the way that you have sort of like a reportive instinct,
1t\fr-

how you, you're careful not to make mistakes

and how you do't say who the person is,

you're saying a reliable souice and you're quoting
! 11.4c

and I like the way you said Ithis editor's opinion.

E:

You're not saying I feel.

"Thank you."

I oft

1WA D: I like theaword controversy f, jc.

1.1c-

;

and thought
, Al-

and like a reliable source,

um, confiscated

and your editorial showed your, you know, opinion,

andyou weren't accusing anyone really.

16.1,(d T: Okay, I like the phrase accoridng to a reliable source
ti

t

10AQ! and the word controversy

Igm0
`7",rfT Tc7)1Tif:'

and I don't really understand like would this:)be in like a Bainbridge
Island paper or Seattle paper?e).0L

tjt 59
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If E: Thank you. 6-1) -rgi(
A: I have a negative opinion on our so called senior pa nt night. or onhing, it

shows total immaturity. It shows how much of a hicktown Bainbridge really is. I.

realized that it is a custom. .When it gets out of hand and obscene words are writ-
ten on the roads, also when they wax the steps of *the convalescent center and
buildings are vandalzied, it's not your swaet little custom anymore. I think the
local police should strictly enforce the l w of vandalism. We-shouldn't have our
roads painted with graffiti. Sincerely, d sgusted.

to44

-'(Secona reading)

D: Um, I like the word immaturity,

um, hicktown,

bbsene,

vandalize,

flat-

I PJC_

ItAk but who really yuld wax the staitirs of a convalescent center?
fw-c_

T: Okay, I like the way you expreSsed,your feeling
,114L

Hwa and I like how you called it a hic town
I

itsic and how you signed it disguste4. 1AL

E: Okay-- .H

Fl A: Thankt.
(H)

E: I like the wording itLt4LI and how you said anonymous in the editorial
;

and how you're saying the seniors are acting immature
k

IlAgA and how obscene words were being, written on the street.
.j

A: Thanks.

(laughing)

7-777;" 60
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Writing Assignment: Editorial
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Teacher: Howman
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Group Number: 1
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Name of Student: Tanya (-T)

Writing Assignment: Editorial.
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Final
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A: Well, we've re - naver reOdy to go,,so Kre- /C7P/) 440

Ok. -kIRT Et

4F I'm in an original mood, so I'll. start. OC9P

Ok?

Ot er: Ok. 1611 N

A: Ok, Um m m I didn't write a full paragraph cause I had two thesis

,(144-Fta)statements

A and I wanted to know which one did you two.like better,

6E-#HZ3CE:14/P/ GAJP

Is

which all of you people liked better.

Ok , one was: All thru The Red Badge of Courage Henry tries tl become
11 11-44f)

a man and when he finally does, he finds it is not what he expected
itorK:CA-
/ Or, um --0441-0:14fri)

t? E)
Yuck.

14

Can't even read it (-4-44-F9- G- P

Um m m I guess I'll try to remember

What was it,

447-1-1- 6-1°

144.1-1- H

it was about Henry, while he's trying, while he's thinkin4 every-.
thing out, Naturgreally seems kind of away from him and*

. (11-4-9 w
_../ really doesn't bave anything to.do with him.

. (Ikfc) /

4-61:t- I i'dq
J: Separated as

A: Yeah, f-ert ktc)
0

but at the end, when he learns to live by instinrts it says Nature
something like nature was observing him. (,pft)

-
J: Yeah, you know in that -

A: There was a phrase likethat.

. Yeah.

141t.- kic/

(Ewt-)

-hid-11 hi

V In, in.the book somewhere, I'm not sure where icirwas,/it mentioned,
'ke Henry was in a box. 4+461( (14)V) 1 kV

I was ading in the critisms here, somewhere Ph the book,/I'm' .

not sure ere,/but it's like he's in a box separate, segarate and
away from nature.

. t-tid'e/C- I N X ) I fr4/C 10(
) 4

fAhers: Um hum
t-t4f- +I

vt.ik ,



rvicf"

A: But at the end, they said,

2 2 - p. 2

it said something about Nature observing him.14421144,(teq)

Like natUre had become part of him nOw that he had learned to'live
by instinct.

(WC. 10 (11419

-. So, Will1/4h one do you like better? * w-P)
(sh6rt pause)

J: , Read the first one again? P

A: All thru The Red Badge of tourage Henry tries to become a man, and
when he finally does, he finds it is not what he expected.

JIMP

T: Do you think that was what he mas trying to do1fi though? 67141C.,

C:

Yeah.

T: Do'you?

J: I dvn't think

A: Of course.

(-44444) 11/111

.044+ k/ C_

-itiEtP- I

4W444 (11;t-x)
J: -I don't think he set out with that purpose in mind.

A: No.

T: To say "I'm going to be a man.A

tojet IW
bi)(-)

-144C-f- 1WL

A:' No, but he is just kind of tryineto prove himself
(441110)9. 'OAR-)

to 1)e able to 'say, "I'm a man."
0+4te(fwrt-.)

-1+41 (itArr-l)

kr* 164-W

Well, you know

J: I - I got the idea he -

T; He may have felt this way when he'made it through a battle-
. I W

J: Yeah, and like he, he was saying he wantea stories to tell his4kids.

*vet cAliK
Ytah.

*Ai' Ft
A: Ok a W
3: That sort of deal

1 He wanted to be a hero.

He wanted to be lac:Aced up to.

1'4
Fortfic 101 i<

a
T: Yeah, he.wanted to be a hero, that's what it was.

A: Oh, so, Henry tries to tie44,hero when he finally becomeslp

IMC)L, 89
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MN,

<A.

T: Yeah.

A: Ok, can I 'See your

T: Sure

A: Tha'nks.

?. - So what are you

A: Well, there's,

Um

pencil?

goi4g to use to back it tp?
fade,-

to talk abdut first, how he's talking aboutI am going

2/2.-

-044(444 CitAzI)
m m he brok -'vision of broken bladed.glory

too sophisticatedand, you know, talking about men were
have battles and war Et4 OW-)

And then you,

?: Ok.

A: You know,
was a, he

T: Uh - huh.

J: Ok.

-
to the end where 4e's just f ting instinctively.

now to

0-

where they, when 7/the battle aer they said that he
was a war,debon or something like that.

44HL

where he,she's talking and 'thinkingA: Then, my other one t have

*tt-}(1"/
°

about everything.

Trying to rationalize things like, you know, if he is going run
(fr49from battle,

..,-.

1,

and then you knoTi,'he was a he.was amazed that amidst of all
this deviImept;-Nature had r mained calm and 41 the othe; stuff

.._ : .(1w-c-/ )0140 *

And'then, alulsi on page 134 st, the end it says that, quote
. ORV

(pause) I can't find it right now,/ ut I rem mber reading it,
because I remember when I read.the book,1I said that's my thesis
statement quote. 16-(- 16-C1, (IviC)
Um, that nature was regarding r so ething like that.

WC

444H4PE:1413-)
4,)T: I,think'e her one you can get a lot of

tv4t--

Which do you e better?

Ok.
,

J: Indeed

444'11

A: (under his breath) Ah, stupid 4.6,44

4)

4 90

supporting information for.
4

/4,



T: Golly 4-647'

A: Next time we should sing out

4141-
(laughter)

A: Ok. 4601N

Kirstin, want to go next?

1)(44L-

1444-
Ki: Ok

Well, mine had two different

(4g4
has two different ideas.'

th ngs, here.

Deg-

I,wrote it like it c mes out wit

It can run out in to two differe

-1E)/
J: Uh'huh.

Ki: Anyway

Ki Text: The Red Badge of Courage by Steven Crane.

,S c In The Red Badge of Courage by Steve'n Crane,

\l, 6 = influence ojwar. He starts out with a posit
of war. The ne doubts the whole idea of war
Through self-evaluation, and the eveluating t

\)ar, he comes out more sure of himself in his

4-

Ki: You see, it comes out like does
he mature thrbugh - (4,44

J: Yeah,
-

2/2 -.13. 4

ek.L. A reicf".

P

two different ideas.
(114PC.)

t essays.

enry Fliming matures thru the
ve.attitude of the heroic nature
nd his reasons for enlisting.
e things that happen during the
thoughts.

e mature through the war or does

Tzik.

Ki: -thinking about himself and through_himself the surroundings of war.
r

6124C-)Others:- Um hm. 44.44f-

Ilet

T: Yeah.

You got good ideas.

A: You know that's

you can get a ,111 r\k/1

the way you write it is very good also.

T:

A:

Yeah, it is%

It's very down pat.

It's not dull.

t°--17 ,

-44j-4-

4titP2T

I 14L-

114
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.... .-7-...- A: But it's not too colorfkll either. i .1e/k,

K.I.: Um hm. Or H/,
A: An essay shouldn'e,be too cchorful or du 1.

/

T.

WC44 1WC,
T: Then it gets to be 9 pages long. ,41,cf-1.*- WI:

(laugpter)

Ki: Yeah, it seems like it is too ti--0 0 ill)
4.

Which one should I gd on?,
-(1=q0...a (1410)

T Text:

T: Which do you have the more

which do you want to talk aqout more?
ofr

It'd probably be easier for himselfya t rough ilimself ,because t r is
more of what he s thinking to hims lf. (A4c4)1/(4/0

014C)
T: Yeah.

J: Yeah. I
ff

T: A lot more.

Ki: I'll do that. '(oW)

A: Actually I ttiluk he, e makes himself ma prodded by
the war. 11-1:14-

you know, he's pushed on by it. 4444- 10j9

T: That Could be his final thought litere. Di,jo
1900.c.-

Ki: Um hm. tern H

A: 'Because if the war wasn't there, it woul n't really have happened.
0 .

'1411- 10k( N

1-F would have just stayed on the farm ana milked cows.
Wft=7- 1 //t1A

(1a4ghter) .....?%

/
A: 00k?

L:444- al- P
6 6.. eKfl, Ok. /611

e-A4. kit' 170(1'
J: Trina?

fA: No, John.

T:

1)6-P "1:0(

The Red Badge of Courage by Steven Crane stiowed me - showed men that discovering
.theii picture of the army,life was full of falsehood6.

92

9
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I wrote this when I was real tired last night

and but it's n9t what I want to say.

But I want tO say that army is pictured to be a brave an

1411A: Yeah.

T: -glorious thing

and when you get in there it is just fighting and0446)

(WO
( !WC)

A: 'War sucks. 0

T: Baltle and killing and everything.

A: Ok, um m m

T: And Aike the Army's expectations that weren',t

.1$

A: Why don't you say, um m m

it collapsed the glorious view of the war.

Or um m m

it made funof the glorious stories of war.

met up by

T: But I kind of want to talk about their expectations mor

"04'0it got collapsed.

Cause I've got some things about the now / you know, th

C44eeta - days, that I could put in.

A: Steven -

T: Not toonmany.bat'

A: Yeah

Steven Crane -
(4

I: Cause -

A: Let' all get on with this.

T: Cause the false picture thAt they

and they come out with medals and
bodies and new uniforms.

I Vic)

(040

1 0

he sold'ers

(1140

OGVe/4

IDt-JP

kve/

OWP

than how

WO

army now

x/
thic)

\I
it,frr 1(4

CILArt/)

49certa 06 P.

painted was kind of like the bravery

(+49 (14r--

shiny things all over their

orC)
17.

and there wasn't supposed to be death 444"it

and the fighting would, you know, be quick

and nobody would "get

v



0,

am/

2/2 2p. 7

T: And they'd come back, you know, look what I did kind of thing.

(b4-C.)
But

(Itdr../)

A,: Um m - Mfrt OOP/

6

In The Red Badge of Courage Steven Crane, outlined the
' eho/

Okci
the distruction of the men's fantasies about being war

ri

eroes?

0140
Arrrr - 444

'

That's a, that' a very hard one to word.

T: It is. c44149-- 11411:

A: I think, I think just wording/wording your thesis sta ement is
going to take as long as the est of your essay.

INfi) P
fk/P

T: I think so, yeah.

Ki: Uh huh.
(4-444-t1 OPAIPJ

F/
T: But I havgdpally strong feelings abbut 1t-414Q0 (j141)0

cause Mark being in the Army you know Cit'Ve4-

and they promised him schooling -6-11,10() (1!4/)

(4() tt41/9and they, don't g e it to him..

They, They've promised him a lot of things.-{-1-mi1t)-- (WV)

and they promised everybody the same thing...Q=44

And then none of it comes true. -Ewrcri-

(ItAll() A
1

( (LAX)

Ki: And they are full of proMIses andlkothing comes,true: 1(4X

CooK
fp,4*)- 4

1

ift.

--)- fra0
0,09

0/400 i(110'

T:. Yeah.

1

And how Henry said

you know, um

he came to his mon and said

yell, you know, she had destroyed the picture that,a

oh where is it?
ewrr- 1ft 10)

oh "he had burned several times to enlist. Tales of great movement
shook the land. They might not be distinctly Homeric.ty100 ,

04-1(-tEJ `.; don't know how to say that

"4499ter ()(Iii()

94 11-4/
J: Homeric.
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T: Yeah "but there seemed to j much glory in them. He
had read of marches, sieges and conflicts and longed tq see it all.
His busy mind had drawn for him large pictureex large pictures/
Opextravagant in color, blurred with breathless 4eed."-ore- j100

And those kind of stuff he talks about all the time. 614403 (14)

(4+31eltr,
t/

You know, in the beginning.
( ux)

Ki: Um hm -
4Lakk ft

A
J: Sounds like a recruiter.

I LAJ/

(laughter)

T: Yeah, he does.

He really does.

,F1 .
A: Okc

That's a real good idea. 4444 WL

you just got a really spend a lot of*time wording it . OWP

444.4w)- It4ie

0444)

T: Yeah, 1ts going to take all week.
jinj

(114P )

Three nights.

John?

J: 'Ok.

Um, I haven't

A: 'OhJohn, John, John

vtiop)

e1,16. 1--4:11r44-- Q6-P
- d reier

4-6-H-

ffkl-P3-
written my thesis statement yet because I wasn t

J: I wasn't exactly Sure of what I Nas going to say.
1(ef.117:;)

J: Do you remember the um, the firmet guy who helped Henry along that one
time?

.rilt*S7c

A: Tattered guy?

T: No,
111411. 14

J: No, it was just an anonymous
4V14/-

T: It was the.guy that was his friend that he never saw?.04C-14
ill

J: Yeah, that he never saul his face?

T: Uh huh

J: Was that

0AI-114) ki
1



T: I can't remember whachis name was'.

J: Was that before ai after Jim Conklin' died?

A: After

T: After.

After.

Cause -

T: He was coming back from that

(J: that seemed more, more like Christ coming

You knoW, like you never see him.

T: Yeah.

J: But He's helping you along and

T: Good idea!

J: leading you along in the right direction.

A:

J:

Others:

-/ A:

Um hm.

That's-seemed more

Yeah, yeah.

2/2

Oder.

421,,Af_

back and supp

focfC"

.444Irt-

4441A'

.44tY=t--

tQf

.00

It'd/

0/90

(1 (9)(4)

rting him. --,

WI()
My()

1_11

kly

like a symbollism tilan that other sc ne.*

ust a jerk:

006 114/9

J-449(r- Cjiik

/Yeah, yeah, I thought, Ic,thought, you know the guy is

ii-etC-X
He wants to go die by himself.

A: I really didn't see the sym k
bollism in it.

t e Doc, ike he's Coming baa' -telt bvp(/J: Yeah, you.know,

T: Yeah

-and supporting.

A: That's good, that's-

-fat-
(1(;)?"

ft.deA 114

J: I wasn't exactly sure how I wanted to state,my thesis.
644:14=3

160-

-1t4t_

A: Yeah, the.t's prob'ably

413oy.

T: Thgt's going to take 4 months.

worse than Trina's.

Yeah.

%

um m m m 96
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A: The only problem is, it's hjard to support, you know, for a
essay. WC)

19bliC
T: Well, you can talk about S'ymbolism.

Ki: Um hm.°

T: And talk about

you know how Jim Canklin had died

and Henry.was helped by this anonymous persOn

and then you can go on into some other Symbolism. 444-t

A: This is a five paragraph essay, right?

.4401-

444

Max_

T: Page and a half:

J: I'm not sure what the format is.

That's going to be

that's awfully hard to try to get

T: But if he had more-, you know L1114---

like 2 or 3 different times that there was a different symb

1441tX

4,0122.
For something else.

A: Yeah

T:' Like what we were talking about.

1:40

f.4.1P

114F)

(i0/F)

1P1/2.)

toK4

lism.

WC.
114C-

H

i-ax-r kir_

- A: Yeah, the symbolism of the cruifixion was prominent in The
Red Badge of Courage by Steven Crane.

J: Yeah, but'FI don't really feel that.

T: Um.

A: I mean so what?

(laughter).

J: Oh, yeah, so what, this is my-

A: Yeah

T: Yeah, you have to
,

J: -my term.paper here

and I've got to have something you know
g

9 7

-P.44471c CPAA-)

-1-644

144- 1 vic.



J: -writing about

A&T: Yeah

2/2 - p. 11

that anonymolis friend, bh Et*6r,

as anything I wouJ: -is the only thing that,struck me
about' it T,

you know,

.it's like, "I'm gonna vt

oil right.

J: - but if. I can't write about this, I

I, don't know;

if I can't7" (1140

44*

-1-ref+f

I think.I'm going to have to wait and
of the other two novels we're doing.

T: But what were-

-But whattwere

What were we talking about, about

when was that?

That's something that was

J: That was when
r-

d want to

(3Ax-)

write, write my essay on

4111- q

44441- -Px1) e

conscienc. 6:7.14A
1.6010

L'440 IA)/

4144F- 1140

Henry's

Ti symbolism of the conscience

J: -we left him, he left him in the field.

back there just wandering around.

You/remember when uh, Henry was leaving
it?

A: Uh -huh.

J: Was trying to come after him

and he said he turned around and looked

and he saw him just wandering around in

T: Yeah, that's right, you could use that,

And could put that in.

A: Yeah.

Oh, I see, hey, that fits in real good.

(108)

(ja)

write

one

444q;-
(11,#)

and the tat ered soldier was

/44(11 kJ/

the field. .1a)
1.4.1TICIX

too. ow
ia i CIfi iciP

.4J6.04 1-/

114tek

UDLAT.12,_
WJC



T: Cause he was leaving - 464E1:

A: Really good now we're in English 1141rt

(laughter).

fit) He'd be leaving his conscieniT there, and

44-4ter

441f-
A: Really well.

I'm sorry.

2/2 p. 12

T: and Jesus Christ in quoteszlWould be coming to

I Log,

Ki: Yeah.

T:. You know.

A: Wouldn't that be funny 1 .

ofri/P

heli him.

Ki: That would be like religious symbolism. .144Elk-,_

T: Yeah, it would.
t L4C.-

041.0---ekee
,

Ki: Just for your thesis, then.

A: Yeah, SXeve Crane is an atheist. (laugh) ph4- f

Ki: Then you wouldn't have to(go with all the others. ajp
rowyg-1-154m-

and you would have to worry about any of the others.

_ -i-C115xPG- bt/JO

T: Right,

J: What's

I read

A: That's

the definition of an atheist?

somewhere just recently that an atheist doesn't

an agnostic.
E-Over) 64/

J: -doesn't, well, this might dpply 04121

doesn't believe in God 134 also doesn't deny He exis

'*(7/T7L-1

/4494-

A: An atheist denies the existance of God, 4.14K---S--

J: -in the paper. Under weird words (laugh)/No,no that

fkiet
I*49C-

like "chortle" LeWis Carrol wrote you know Alice in'

Well, John, we got to discuss 'it later

J: Yeah, but I read that -

oh, I know where I read that.

that came from interesting beckgrounds

ukix/)
ts.(/

:Ivo()
)

Wonderland and

(114)
all that. Oft

V Xi/
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))

T: Yeah. .44;rt-f--

J: He, he,i/he was the one who made up that wor "chortle."
.,-

mx/ ./(dx.)T: It sounds like,him. qijci
J: Yeah, it does. -4.4A24k

44-dit--7 Ivy
A: It does. 1s/11---

1141( .

0

J: It was a combination of a chuckle and a sno t I thinkx,/or
something like that -41411C-- at/41(114 )
"chdfle" juJX)
-and, you know, it stuck.14K-X---

IVO()

A: You can tell us about it later.
06-1a

It's sounds pretty coo1.447C---

.7: Oh, well: 441-14-'

A: Anyway, you have a good one there, I think.

T: I think that would work out.

J: Itis going to be hard to write about
614P).(÷6THar

T: It's going to be hard.
11/49

A: Oh, you bet.
. 'Air End_ ci

But I think almost any of tbese are going 4 be hard.

'ISCrr--- I 110J: Yeah.

q
--A: Uh-huh

Fq

It's a term paper, it'sogpbe hard.
)1/4?

Ki: The book is hard -

;r: Y\eah. 14-q--
] /-[

1 ,

A: She chose this boOk because it's tonna to hard.

114.4"---T% Yes, sge did.

J: Well, it's a

T: _That's why it's called Challenge english.

J: -different than what I'm used td reading. li V

.1-64-----
A: Yes, I didn't -

i ;//
. IAlid not appreciate it at all.

-4-4y--.

C1cAuc1 1/446-

,t,"$'
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Ki&T: I didn't like it either. 1471(r-- 111(

J: I don't enjoy this realistic writi g, but -

14
11#A: I'like realistic writing but
114C

Comes.with the teritory.

A: -not to the -
11W/

I don't like about wars..

I'm definitely against-wars...14S wy
A: The kind of books I like to read a e Ian Fleming.

rX-- I G-1(
Well, are we done?

-Ette_Do you have awthing?
67L5.16# P

Anybody else have anything to say? b CrP
T: No.

9#79- P

A: No.
*76' I P

Ralph: Finished? 23r6JE1 L6-P]
T: 'Yep.

4417 9 t 6-P
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Englisit P 2
,2/22/82

:otephen Crane, the auttor The ;.eci, badle of Courage,war A natural int,
4Iettning he fel,t hature is imptrvious to man. No matter whatman cloes, ho jtist

dann-,-t alter the cnurne of Nt.ture. Instea:!, Crane ti-!ought man should submit
Lim:f(..1f,and in so doing, let hin is.trct ri.rol ife, instcod of try,

tk...ratioraii se everything. Cram. 's ir portral.e(i.e.rough the
thouc;htS And actions of his Jain charocter, Henry Fleming.

'At tilt: beginninci of The Red Backe of CouTage, Henry is a zomantisc. He
believes -"he (is)master," (p.89) and Nature must subnit to his every whim.
but israetUately following his first battle, Henry is AT.117ed to find "Nature
Lad cone tranquilly on with her qollien proccsn in thc mi.!vt of so much devil-

...:.....:iment." (p..15) This astoundinci revel.,,tiort .causes Henry .o COMeter- Irrekirnrd. ,...,

trnOusliirl t!iai, actUally, Nattrre is h..t. affectet by tl.c, actir,ns-of humanity.

4:4*
In 4, hct, Nature " n control 'of miti.i ;vie Henry "voulo no rerceive himself
to be a very wee thing:" (A. 86) He feels himself "liable to be crushed,"
(p. 48) by Nature,and there is nething-he can do abo t it". For .probablg the
first time in his life, Henry begins to seriously duubt Rot only his own strength,
but the strength of, the human rated as well.

.; ty+ -
But thiti.Erpasm of philosophy guic ly passes. Once sagely beck in camp,.

Henry's "self-pride ... (is) entirely rt.stored," (p.89) "he (retuins)
to his, old belief in the ultimate, ast-.unding success of his avn life." (p.90).

'Later, when Henry returns to battle, he, changes his phifosophy on-de-again,
.from a cbcky self-confidence to hie former sense or helplessness. Although'

coturades consider him an im?ortant hgro, Henry viii,117es tl,at,in reality,r
-he (is') very Insignificant." (p. 1C4)

iater -hi: last -L We, Henry disCovers: not evei since he first. joined

109 T 1,0?1'.



the deity, " his mind (hdd been) undur9 chingta." (p. 11) He slow.
k

ly 1Larns to'be lens intellcc,tual and ri.re innt.nctive. ln.the-afteriloughts

:4,bdttle, Henry finds that, ',hide fighting, "his usi;al machines ofreflection

had beet, idle," (F,. 131) am barbarian and

it wwl fine, wilc, and in sone waYa, eel'eY." (?.100) henry discovers thtt he

has Lecomc less deliben.t., and rmra surprized to find

thtt ,he prefers himself that way.
A ,

AThroughout the course of The hed Badge of Courage, Henry Fleming learns

,s

'not to, try to rearion his way through life but, instead, tN live by his inberent

emotions. When 114, attemps'to live,: by the tfAnchirvis hir mind, "he (imagines)

the universe to bt against. him He &sates) 0.." (p.97) But once hq submits

himsi-Ilf to Nature and learns to live by thh yuiciancc.7f his hehrt; he is plees-
,

C
ed to discover that " the world (is) a w-.)r1,1 ! r nim." .(p. 134) el.lthou0 The

Red Badge cfCourage is considered a classic Ly m,a1r, it can also 'be called

just another prolixious pamphlet on the philosophy of Naturalism.

,c..--- .6,..11..1.......

.rtg.44...1!

' i
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Stephen' Cr. , .

t! '

hists.'.'. to N
r

r ,

r ,1 Cour,. 4uj

erinli:+ P.2

ill. N.. :r.i.tIt:r ...1: t :

N 11::.tu.7.6, C n, thought man should

, I

.+ . r: e.':

: I. It ) ' ,t.!'.1 , Lz. 'C'l

flA t h 4 1....c.inning -,f ...,'he '.....uqe of crairr.v.e, Henry' is a r.omanti,c.. Jien.,1.,,,:.

. t.-...i.r4.. :444.4ti-oi-er-emtrt-rt4 and Natu!t .r.. at r *: Ii'.: t irieMIFIf 'to tiebt wh44:43--erf-d.

r. cti:r, ,

\Lc-,
If-er1:144-.4J_9,-47,- (is ) hut\

147,
rijo s. el y followin: his first battlt,

lionry is arroze..' to 'find "Nature 1-,,...-3 go:ze t!rane.ui , on With her wldwn pTc.)cc:'
be: i.i* -I J.1 .,',

::: 1 !,at . f ...%0 .-l. .1, ?11rn4 ;I t.," -7.toli '.! i- Apow. revelot.ior.:\l'unry c.:..,:mcs to.. :

sh >ct. 1 n.: ctCrIclusion that, act.,:;ll .,,, 1;... . re ..:: n .t , F-1..cte.d, by the actions"

of hun,anity, in le ct, No t.,. re is ir; co1t. r4 )f sianl.ind. ..)denry ."coliti4ow 1per-
..e.t..i, ,,: ,tt I...r ' . :3 ; ,

ceive himself to be a #14...;
.. ....04: thint;." 1k. feelr himself "liable to be crushed," ..1'

by Nature, an.t there is nott,irig he can 'd0 about it. For .probably the first

time in his :ife, 3;enr13' beginz to seriously doubt his.own strength and -the

strength of the human. race.

tetrtlthis speism philosolhy quickly passes/ '3nce safely bac): in camp,
70

Henry's "self-pri.Ae ... (is) entirely tentQred," an:3 "he (returns) to
.?"

his ld bel.icf in tht ultimate, astoun-in...! necess :f his own life." CpBut.

,when he re.turns to lvttle, Henry charities hi: ?'hilosophy once again, He !MA.

chart from r cocky sel f-confich,nc9 tp hir former :t.', r.ne -If helplessness. Althouch
%pls.:n*14r. .

his comrades considr hi: anChero, Hnry realixes that, in reality, "he (is)

very insit!nifict.nt." .

( ,-,.').

.....--
...

i.ft.r ,1` : !' 1 ant battle,: Henry ditrower: that ev4 r since he ,f ixi Jc)ini...d

, pN'to
the army, "his min:1 (ht.d been) undereoi n. n.ibtle chan :es."' HetYlowly learnek
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The theme of Stephen Crane's novel, THE RED BADGE"OF

COURT, is that man, in order to have himself from self-

annihilation through stagnation, must change 4nd grow

spiritually. It is only through tkiale and hardships'.

that man becomes ITWI=Ied and'deVeloped in soill and-

Aaracter.

The book is abput a battle a symbolof life, in

turmoil and. change. It is a. conflict in Heniy Fleming's

mindc)le runs from battfe then realizes that if he is to

live w,ith himself he must go 'back: "He saw his sdlvation

in such a change"(P.33), yet he fears growth and chanke,

-

he fels safe where he'is therefofe he'reSiats.
I

SpiritU4 change,' hat le Henry s red badge of courage.
.

It is a psyCological wound of his donSCience, whereae
,

Jim Conklin's wound.Was'a literal oneaf'Which"he'AieS.'
/-

. ,:- .

Andlust as JiM rUns into the 'field to hide his wOUnds

froi his feilOW.mait'sO Aeny"alsO'runs into'a fidIeto

hide hLs from the tattered man who had asked Henry,,

°Where yeh hit?"(P.59).. "It-inight be inbidenioStiy, an' -

/- them plays thunAer. Where-lb it located?"(P.66) r'

-31'111
,Hen

4
ry feels the men e "ever Upraising

r-
the ghostof

shame on-the stick of their'curiOsity."(P.66) the'
. .

'unmist'a&able. iS'that 'Olfq ia

1 ,

The actual flag Henry carries into

of kenrylaieoUl. When the regiMent runs from

7

the syibol

battle the

flag sinki down;'!'as if in4iing. totion'as it fell

was a geui:e deipaixr:"(M**)'dehry dilho.nOrt'theiiae

not' when'he.runs frilM"batkle Vut'When h4 ftees fro& ham'self

= , .. . .. ,

and he re&eema the flgi whiin'he'rediems

j 115 r

1 , 1 A

1
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Henry takes the flag of the enemy'from the hands of "the
rival colorbearee(Pi.127)1the symbol of Henry's own other

And as the en my-colorbeare26dies, Heniy is rebor4.4
..His.Spititual change Waage is a prolonged process but the ne

w.eHenry,-the neletearer\
\
of)the colors, triumphs-over the old

'Henry. '"He.found tha he could look back upon'ihe bi.ass

and bombast of his earlier gospels land see them truly.
He was gleeful when he dfscovered that he bow" despised
them."(P.134)

.

,

In the novefL are four Eitages of Heni.y's.groWth,
*

In tile liegining he is uiable to distinguish between
. ..

:

visions of broken-bielia-klOri66.38)4and
the'reality_ f.

,- war. "In their presence heedould,not.persist in flying
high with the wings of, war4FAhey rendered it almost

impossible for him to see-himself in a heroic light."(P.70),

,discovered as he weni'through,a
period of, confusion andivirmodA

doubt as reality intruded on his dream worlds N6xt he goes
through a struggle tq preserve through deceit atid rationali-
zation his heroic.Mage of himself. "His action's (hib running)
were sagacios things. They had been full of aZategy."(P.5W
In the end he solves the problem when he learns to( accept
the world in itintrue light. "He saw that he was good."(P.131)

Whatane is saying through his novel is,that we mu
continue forWard in life if We are,to achieve our'goale.

'*)

We must grow and'change or we will be lost in the past3we
will be left behind. The lieutenant knewIthis.--Irfeh
oaret stay Mrs-. Yellmust come on."(P.108), he had said as
he lead the men into battle. Henry is able to move'ahead
in his life., to grow and c

--,4.- \-------his soul changed."(P.N.

--,...44'04.., goll :24.4,...2.,*cario..,44.:.

fiE T COP/ MO
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Henry's Maturation

In the Red Badge of Courage by Steph Crane, Henry Fleming'

matures through.self-evaluation,_becoming more aware of,his feelin s

and ideas throUghout;the novei..7At qUestigns his reps
.

4

-.for anlisting, but after looking insidp him41f,for the answers'he
-*

-

seeMs to be satisfied with his decision.

In the beginning, Henry's attitude toward war is unrealistic.
14141. A

-He believ.es 'that it is a heroichadventure with "tales.of'great movements..

with much glory in them.",(p. 14) This image of war ericourages !Henry
-

to enlist. He expects this glbrious war wtth all of its badges and

medals to fulfill his heroic'dreams. He longs for the chance to fight

, and become a hero-. Henry feels "he must-have blaze, blood and danger"
4

. (p.. 21) to satisfy his expeCtations.

Henry's boyish image of the war soon changes as he is ledli his
to.

first,battle. Faced with the reality of war Henry feels that "he had

been dragged by the mercillies government" (p. against,his will.
,

, He is afraid to become involved. He wants only to Watch the war and

not participate. Re obserVes the o-,her soldiers and surroundings trying

to develop a reason for t'heir aceions. He lags behind during the march to

allow time "to wonder about himself and to attempt .6 probe his sensations."

(p, 31cHenry feels that "they were all going to be sacrificed" (p. 32)

and that the officers were fully responsible for the regiment's fate. He

contemplates warning the men but,dde,.to "unwritten responsibilities" (ibid)

he feels compelled not to warn them.

Whe Henry enters the battle he wants to re'treat. He feels "that

fore hands from heaven wopid no,t, have been able to have held' him in,

119



...
place if he 6oun.have got intelligent control of his lega."4(13.. 39)

Dui.ing his first experience at' combat he gains short termed courage.

"He suddenly loat concern for himself, and .forgot tb look at a menacing

fate." (p. 41) 'This4bravery lasts:only through the first battIe,, then

Henry runa fromtthejsecond and third battles. After he atops fleeing he

,becomes confused about why he ran.. "Since he'had turned his back upon the

,fight'his:fears had beep wonderously.magnified." (p. 48) To justify

his Tunning awar Henry throws a pine cone at a squirrel who runs up a tree.

-Henry "felt triumphant at this exhibition." .(p. 53) This satisfies Henry's

need to judtify his actions. ,

A
The death of Henry's friend, Jim iConklin, s agreat step in Henry's.

,

maturity. Through the traumatic.death of Jim, Henry begins to understand

the reality of war. It is no longer a heroic war but a murdering war.

Henry "turned with a sudden, livid rage toward the battlefield, He shook
hls fist." (p. 64)

Later Henry makes a new friend, Wilson, who helps him become more

-mature. Together they capture a flag whicdflmakes them heroes in the eyes

of their peers. This is the first battle where he feels himself "-capable

of profound.sacrifices, a tremendoud dea'th." (p. 126).
---g4.4we,A44,00 4414)As 'Henry Left the battlefield he,felt "a qiiiet manhood." (p. 134)

Henry Fleming patures within himself during the war. Through self-

evaluation he changes from being unsure about hiMself e tieing more

confident:



.

4

yr,
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C0,1),(y0

n the Red BadgAL:pf Codrage by Stephen CranelHenry Fleming
4

N .

)matures through self,-:evluationx mo e aware of his feelings
-

.1610-04 -Sand ideia throughput the.novel.A first,Henry questions his reasonl.ag. . .

'
k

ifor enlisting after looking inside.himself for the an0sWera he

seems to be satisfied with this deeisio

In the'beginninglgenrY s attitddes towards war is unrealistic.

He believes .that it is p beroi5radventure witetales of great movements
4 U"

.:.with mit*ItV.ory in them."(p14)ThiS'image of war encourages Henry

' to enlist.He expects tilts glorious war with All of its, badges and

medals to fulfill7his heroic dlieams.He lorigs for the chance to fight
4

and ,become a hero-Henry feels '1,he must have biaze blood and danger"
alev

(p.21)to satisfy his expeppations.

Henry's boyish image of the war seion.changes as he is led to

his first battle.Faced with the reality of war Hetry feels that "he

had.been dragged by, the merciless government "(p.30)pgainst his will...,

He is afraid to become involved.He Wants only to watch the war Pild

not participate:He obeerves the other soidiers and surroundings
,

trying to develo reason for all this.He Iags behipd during the

march-to allow timne Ato wonder abaut himself and to attempt to probe

his sensations(p.31).Henry'fee1s that "they, were all going-to be

sacrificed"(p 32)and that the offers)were fully responsble far the

regiment's fate.He contemplates warning the men but due to"unWritten
S,

responsibilities"(ibid)Me feels compelled-not to warn them-

When Henry enters'the,battle he wants to retreat.He feels

!fthat forceful hands from heaven would not haye tleen able to have



held him in place if he could have got intelligent control of his legs."

(p.39)During his first experience at combat he gaiad short termed

courage."He suddenly lost concern for himself, and forgoCto look,

at a" menacing fate.u(p141)This bravery lasts only through the first

.battle,then Henry runs from the second and third battled.After ha,

stops fleeing he becomes confused about why he rarl."Since he2had .

turned his bock upon the tight his 1fears,had been wonderously

Magnified.12(p-48)To justify.hid)running away'Henry throws O pine

cone at a squirrel who, runs up a tree.Henry "felt triumphaRt at

this exhibitionUl(p,53)This satisfied Henry's need to juptifY 1#a

actions.
,

T'he death ofHenry's friend;Jim Conklin,is a great step in Henry'is

maturity.Through the traumatic death of JiM Henry .begino(to under-stand
.

the reality of war It is no longer a heroic war but a murdering war.

Henry"turned with a sudden,livid rage toward tlie

= shook las fist "(p 64)

Later Henry makes.a new friet4d1Wilsen,who-helps Henry become

more mature-T6gether thgy capture a flag wliich makes them fieroei in

the eyes of their peers.This is first battle where he feels

himself "capable of prbfound oocrifices, tremendous'deOth."(p.12.6)

"As 7.Henry left the battlefield he felt "a quiet mpnhood."(p.134)

Henry Fleming matures within himself50i the war hrough

-selfevaluation he changes from being unsure about himself to being
ft

more confident-

CL-64-tf, 44.4r
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Essay
Challenge English
Period 2
February 6, 1982

c.

Expectations ikt I CAC

The Red Badge of Courage by Stephen Crane, exhibits the often false ideas

and expectations Of the Army, byisOldiers themselves and by officers who com-
-. t r .4 t

mand the soldiers. 'Foi:the- soldiers'i-glorious picture of the Army and .battlfl
, .l:;--....t.--0.. p -1 .. (...i..1-1.-

,-- . C e.ifly..44,KA--are-eol - uropaganda. This glorortu14 ted l*Arzious picture is revealed.)....___
\

.

as being inabcurate. The officers expect to see"their soldiers respond like

.--Throbots, with no minds'of their
o )7rI. ,pwtittafrihese notions lead to disappoint-

.

,- -...."

1

..-..'.".'''...-".....N. ....-`
-. . ..- . .

ment by ,groups. its

, 'Army life is pictured as glamorousbut ,tbe real truth is sometimes over-

looked and not discovered until fia. late. Soldiers-expect to wear crisp,

clean 44:1=; to signify that they*belonito a proud group of adventurerS

with glittering medals of bravery strewn upon their chests. 'They expect to.go

to battle and see no death or blocidshed, but to come back with the name of a
kklets*TeJ"---

iJ4--11.-Li
kidca, .

hero. Henry Fleming, a recruit, with this picture of'the Army.
4..11,4ttS

"He had burned several times to enlist. Tales of great move-

ments shook the land. They might not be distinctly Homeric, but

there seemed to be much glory in them. He had read, of marches,

sieges, conflicts and he had.longed to see it all. His busy

mini had drawn for him large pictures extravagant in color, lurid

mdth breathless deedsrP(pg. 14)

But this colorfu4y painted picture may not always be true. "{Aglany men find

out, as did Henry, tilts picture is drawn with false colors. The real Army

consists of wallowing through the mud or sand, wearingXworn and tattered

unifor4 with few if ..a4p medals on them. Sore feet anl damned short rations
7 SALP CP ?

thaes sstd-the loud soldier.: There was Perspiration and grumblings!"(pg.28)

BEST COPY AMBLE130 .



c-N

'areor how to carry one out;

Soldiers discover what a command ii nd how to follow one. TheY find out
that fiihting is their job and for the irst time in their lives they discovtr
death. "But the new regiment was breath ss with-horwm. 'Gawd! , Saunder's

C:44,14Agot crushed!' whispered the man at the youth's elbowAhey
ehranktlick snd

crouched as if compelled to await a flood.R42,-5840,s_3!)

By the same token/officers have great expectations of the soldiers they
command. They expect their soldiers to be like robots, without any needs or
emotions. They are to be deeply comthitted to the Army and have the strictest

W'Y Chq
diszipline,But instead of

receive yoiink homesick boys

programable machines of metal, they

. These.young soldiers do not know what commands
/,;rNyjcisck

hadntver been taught to the soldiers. And emotionally the men cannot take
the strain of fighting and killing of other humans;

i'llfhe lieutenant of the youth'scdmiany
had encountered-a

soldier who had fled s reaming at the first volley of his
*

comrades. Behind th lines these two were acting a little

isolated scene. The man was blubbering and staring with sheep-
like eyes at the lieutenant, who had seized him by the collar and'
was pommeling him. He drove him back inta the ranks with maw
blows. The soldier went mechanically, dullyl.with his animal-

.

\ _

,like eyes upon the officer. Ptrhaps there was to him a divinity

expressed in the voice of the other--stern, hard with no reflec4-'
c,tion of fear in it. He tried to reload his gun, but his shikking

hadis prevented. The lieutenant-was obliged to assist him."(pg.43)
0,1° PitLtW-t- 411[0- h_ct

rk,1 r.f

tht-e-elexeorthe Army? It may cause
What-is:wrong

- , (zta. m\.c. d LZI/k) 5-o."'some soldierskfrustration and anger. In-others it mgy. result 4n emotional

rata.kieStAt"problems and could perhaps 7nd with the soldier going A.W.O.L. Communication

GUI auitiLABLE



. .*

of what is expected' on all levels; by the soldiers, the officers, alid the
. .

Army itSelf,, might have prevent ed. these unforbunate episodes. 1* "
. 4..."

A
1) C . C- U(. (A3. (:)11-IU 2v)

.

pe-Y'e -ftJ....A .A.:4,0P-
.

.el ,...."? :4f e.......... :. ; .... P : ::, -. el.....; _ -!...,,e-.7 ''' .1 !Ali Pl.'
Vr
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4).

Expectalions

Essay
Challenge English
Period 2
February 19, 1982

The Red Badge of Courage by Stephen Crane, exhibits the often false ideas

and-expectations about the Army, by soldiers themselves and by officers, who

command the soldiers. Army propagandd colorfully paints a glorious.picture

of the Army and bittle'for thesoldiefsOlater this pictUre is ievea141. as

being inaccurate. The officers expect to see their soldiers respond like
°

robots, with no minds of their own. These notions lead to disappointment

by both groups.

Army_life is pictured as glamorous but the real truth is sometimes

Oirerlooked,and not discoyered until too late. Soldj,Ors expect tO wear crisp,

clean uniforms, to signify that they belong to a proud group of adventurers

with glittering medals of bravery strewn ttpon their chests. They expect to

go to battle and .see no death or bloodshedf but to come back with thp, name of

a hero. Henry Fleming a recruit, fantasizes about this picture of the Army!

"He had burned several times to enlist. Tales Of great
movements shook the land. They might not be distinctly Homeric,
but there seemed to'be much glory in them. He had read of mar-
ches, sieges, conflictsr,arid he had longed to see it a/1. His
busy mind had drawn,for him large pictures'extravagant n color%
lurid Taith breathless deeds."(pg. 14)

t.
But this colorfully painted pictufe:may not always be true. 4ariy men find-

/

,
'ott, as did Henpy, that picture is drawn with false colors.,(The real Army

'consists of wallo ing,through the mud or sand, wearing worn and tattered

unifo s with ew if apy medals on them.- "Sore feet an' damned short rations

thwes aU,' 7si the loud soldier. 'There was perspiration and grumblings.'"(pgf

,0

28)



S'adiers discover what a command is and how to follow one. They find out

that fighting is their job and for the first time in their lives they discover

death. "But the new .regiment was breathless with horror. 'Gawd! Saunder's

1?
got crushed!' whispered the mai at the youth's elbow. 'They shrank back and

crouched as if compelled to await a flood.'"(pg. 38)

By the same token, officers have great expectations of the soldiers they

command. They expect their soldiers to be like robots, without any needs or,

einotions. Thfk are to be deeply committed to the Army and have the strictest

discipline. But instead of receiving these programable machines of metal,

they obtain ypung, homesick boys. These young soldiers do not know what commands

are or how to carrythemout; unfortunately the strict discipline ,needed ha ,

t'

never been taught to the soldiers. And emotionally the men cannot take.

the strain of fighting and killing of other humans.

ekz.

"The lieutenant of the youth's company had encountered'a
soldier who had fled screaming at the first volley of his'
comrades. Behind, the,lines these two were acting a little V

0 iaolated scene. The man was blubbering and'staring with
sheeplike eyee,at the lieuftnant, who had seized him by the
collar and was pommeling him. He drove him back into the
ranks with many blows. The soldier went mechanical*, dully,
with_his animal-like eyes upon the officer. Perhaps-there was
to him a divinity expressed in the voice of the other--stern,
hard, with no reflection of fear in it.. He tried to-reload his
gun, but his shaking hands prevented. The lieutenant was
obliged torassist him."(pg. 43)

What.is wro
At

th the glorious picture that has been painted of the Army?

It may cause some soldiers, like theYone above, frustration and anger. For
, b

others it Tay result in emotional problems and could perhaps end with the

soldier going A.W.O.L Reilistic communication of what is expected on all
_T

levels; by the soldie4, the offiders, and the Army itself, might have prevented

thbse'linfottuftteeattiliwita.

a44,fr 44.+1,4.44.0 4),414.4,7..)24M:,,,,,,
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